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Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to provide guidance to all the wonderful parents who
have volunteered to help out with their child’s lacrosse team. We want to make their
job as easy and stress-free as possible. This manual will provide instructions on how
to perform most of the volunteer duties. If there is something that is not in the
manual, or something that is not clear, you can contact the Skyline board president,
Skyline Administrative Director, your team’s coach, or one of the other team
parents.

Volunteer Duties and Descriptions
The most important job of the Team Manager is to delegate volunteer roles among
the team families. Each team should assign the following roles. For email examples
and support materials, please see the appendix.
Scorekeeper/Timer
Number needed per team: 4-6 (2 needed for every game)
Summary: Keeps track of the time, score and game status during the games.
Please have parent refer to this NCJLA Scorer Table Tutorial
https://youtu.be/tQ5hmFqorRo
Commitment: 2-4 games per season – Arrives 15 minutes before the game.
Note: Explanation of how to score and directions for game box located in the
appendix
Home Field Coordinator / Sideline Manager
Number needed per team: 4-6 (needed for every home game)
Summary: For home games, brings game box/table to the field if you are the first
game of the day, and returns game box/table to shed if you are the last game. Arrives
at home games 15 minutes early. Helps to ensure field is set up correctly (places
cones, helps set up score table, sets extra balls at end lines, etc.) The Sideline
Manager wears a fun vest and encourages, maintains, and manages sportsmanlike
behavior among parents and fans. Directs fans to sit across the field from the
scoretable and player benches, and ensures that there are no fans at the field end
lines.
Game Confirmer / Umpire Confirmer
Number needed per team: 1
Summary: Contacts the opposing teams and confirms they will be at the game.
Provides all details for the games, such as parking and restroom info. Confirms
assigned refs via Arbiter system (see appendix for details).
Commitment: ½ hour per week during game weeks to send emails
Note: Many Team Managers choose to do this task themselves. It’s up to you if you
want to keep it or assign it out. See the appendix for an email example.
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Party Coordinator - 1
Number needed per team: 1
Summary: Coordinates the end of the year party and any other fun team events.
Commitment: Estimate 4-5 hours near the end of the season, plus any other time as
required by the team.
Note: This position is optional. The Team Manager can handle this duty if s/he
prefers.
Uniform Coordinator - 1
Number needed per team: 1
Summary: Picks up uniforms/spirit wear from club director and coordinates
delivery to team.
Commitment: TBD on method used for dispersal.
Fundraising Coordinator
Number needed per team: 1
Summary: Communicates with team on the fundraising efforts. Collects money
and arranges for distribution of goods (usually cookies).
Commitment: 4-5 hours during the beginning of the season.
Field and Equipment Support
Number needed per team: 2
Summary: Supports Fields and Equipment leads, on an as-needed basis, to repair
and transport goals, manage the equipment storage locker, and help distribute
equipment to teams.
Commitment: 2-4 hours throughout the season.

Assigning Parent Duties
The Skyline Administrative Director will provide a list of which volunteer duties
parents signed up for during registration. Often, too many parents will have
volunteered in one area, so the team manager may have to reassign duties to parents.
The manager should do his/her best to accommodate parents and find a duty that
works best for his/her availability.
The Team Manager should make sure someone is assigned to all the volunteer jobs
listed above. If your team identifies an additional volunteer need, such as snack
coordinator or carpool coordinator, please feel free to add it!
When assigning volunteer jobs, first, exclude families who are coach, assistant
coach, or team manager for your team or a sibling’s team. Then, exclude families
who opted the “volunteer buyout”.
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Next, assign Fundraising Coordinator, Uniform Coordinator, Field and Equipment
Support, Game Confirmer / Umpire Confirmer and End of Year Party Planner,
preferably to parents who selected these roles during registration. Each of these jobs
requires only one or two parents.
Finally, when your game schedule is available, assign remaining families to rotate as
Scorekeeper/Timer and Home Field Coordinator / Sideline Manager duties. Assign
a Scorekeeper and a Timer for every game, and a Home Field Coordinator / Sideline
Manager for every game we are hosting at one of our home fields. Details on
assigning these roles are below.
If you have families who still need to fulfill a volunteer obligation, please let the club
Administrative Director know, and we will find a job for them, such as assisting
with Spiritwear sales.
Full descriptions of each of these duties are covered later in the manual. You can
send these descriptions to parents when asking them if they would like to take on
these duties.
Assigning Scorekeepers/Timers
All your team’s games are listed on the Skyline Website (Select Teams > Choose a
Team, and then click Schedule in the left menu panel).
Use this list to assign scorekeepers/timers to each game. When assigning the name
of the scorekeeper or timer, you can use the player’s name since you don’t know
which parent will be performing the duty. When there are two games in a day (girls’
teams often schedule in “round robins, and U10 teams often schedule double field
back-to-back games), you can either sign up a family for all the games in that day or
only have a parent cover one game on that day.
Officially, only the home team needs to provide a timer. We recommend assigning a
timer for every game as a back-up for the scorekeeper (an extra set of eyes on the
field), and in case the scorekeeper isn’t able to make the game. It’s up to the team
manager on how they would like to assign the timer.
See an example of parent duty game assignments below
Scorekeeper, Timer and Home Field Coordinator / Sideline Manager Assignment
Example:
Date

Day

Time

Location

Opponent

ScoreKeeper

Timer

Home Field
Coordinator
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8-Mar

Saturday

1-2pm

San Ram

San Ramon 13B

Jane Goode

Cathy Chatty

8-Mar

Saturday

3-4pm

San Ram

Pleasanton 13B

Sally Field

Tina Bean

9-Mar

Sunday

9-10am

SF

SF Riptide 13B

Susan Sweeps

Jane Goode

9-Mar

Sunday

10-11am

SF

Southern Marin 13B

Polly Cracker

Sally Field

23-Mar

Sunday

3-4pm

Coyotes

Coyotes 13B

Jenny Jones

Susan Sweeps

23-Mar

Sunday

5-6pm

Coyotes

Novato 13B

Wendy Burger

Polly Cracker

30-Mar

Sunday

9-10am

BOD

Diablo Thunder 13B

Cathy Chatty

Jenny Jones

30-Mar

Sunday

12-1pm

BOD

Sacramento 13B

Tina Bean

Wendy Burger

5-Apr

Saturday

10-11am

Diab

Diablo Thunder 13B

Jane Goode

Cathy Chatty

6-Apr

Sunday

1-2pm

BOD

Alameda 13B

Sally Field

Tina Bean

6-Apr

Sunday

4-5pm

BOD

Santa Rosa 13B

Susan Sweeps

Jane Goode

26-Apr

Saturday

10-11am

Diab

Diablo 13A

Polly Cracker

Sally Field

26-Apr

Saturday

1-2pm

Diab

Napa 13B

Jenny Jones

Susan Sweeps

27-Apr

Sunday

1-2pm

BOD

Oakland 13B

Wendy Burger

Polly Cracker

27-Apr

Sunday

2-3pm

BOD

Novato 13B

Cathy Chatty

Jenny Jones

4-May

Sunday

4-5pm

Wal Ck

Walnut Creek 13B

Tina Bean

Wendy Burger

Missy Home

Cindy Loo

Bold means Home Team

Once the games are assigned, you can either send the list out to the parents so they
know who is assigned to each game, or put it up on a google doc and share the link
with the parents, or both. It is a good idea to put this schedule on a google doc so
everyone can easily access it and make changes to it.
Make sure to include parents’ email addresses and phone numbers on the
spreadsheet and let them know that if they cannot make the date assigned to them,
they will need to contact another parent and ask them to switch with them. Any
changes should be made on the google doc and also communicated to the team
manager since the team managers will be sending out reminders for game duties.
To determine when your team’s scorekeeper/timer is responsible for bringing the
game box/table to the field or putting it away, you need to look at the master
schedule. To access the master schedule, go to the Skyline website, and select
“Multi-schedule” from the “Teams” menu. Select all the teams and click “Submit.”
On the master schedule it will show when we play at Witter and when we play at
Bishop O’Dowd (BOD). These fields are considered our home fields. Scan through
the schedule and look for your team and if it is the FIRST or LAST game of the day,
you need to assign your scorekeep/timer to pick up / return the game box and table.
Specific instructions for accessing the game boxes are included below. Be
Be sure to
communicate clearly with families that they are responsible for the game box without the game box supplies, games cannot start.
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Communication
Communicating with the team parents is a delicate dance – you want to give them
all the information they need; however if it’s too much and they won’t read it. It’s
best to talk with your coach and determine who is going to communicate what and
when, so that you are not doing double duty and overwhelming parents’ inboxes.
Basically, team managers communicate all the logistics, while coaches communicate
play specific information.
The Skyline website has a good system to use for sending out emails. The process is
explained later in the manual. All communications can be sent out via the skyline
website. You can also then post these communications on your team’s home page.
This way, if a parent doesn’t receive the email for some reason, they can always go to
the website.
Key things to communicate to the team
● Parent duties
● How to mark attendance for games and practices (see Website section)
● Any last minute changes to game or practice times (cancellations due to rain
etc.)
● Friendly parent reminders (pick up your child on time, cookie forms are due,
weather condition reminders – sunscreen or rain gear, etc.)
● Carpool list (optional)
Example Pre-game Reminder to Parents Email:
Dear Girls' Lacrosse U14 B Parents,
Well the time has come - it's our last two games before the end of the season
tournament. Here are all the details below. Let me know if you have any questions.
See you there!
Girls to arrive by 8:15am
Game 1 Information
Date: 05/04/2013
Time: 9:00a - 10:00a
Event: Oakland G14B vs. Skyline G14B
Home Team: Oakland
Scorekeeper: Harrison
H
 arrison
Timer: Smith
Smith
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Game 2 Information
Date: 05/04/2013
Time: 10:00a - 11:00a
Event: Ross Valley Grizzlies G14B vs. Skyline G14B
Home Team: Ross Valley Grizzlies
Scorekeeper: Aoki
A
 oki
Timer: Harrison
Harrison
Location
Oakland Tech HS
Field is directly behind main high school building. Field access is from either 42nd
Street or 45th Street.
Field: Turf
Skyline Jersey color: Red
Weather:
Sunny - High of 77 degrees F

Pre-Season Prep
Before the season starts the team manager will need to do a few things to prep for
the season. Below are the tasks along with instructions:
Printing roster labels for the score sheet
Printing out labels with the players’ names and numbers is MUCH easier than
writing each player’s name on every score sheet for every game. Here are the
step-by-step instructions for printing labels:
You can use the excel spreadsheet template from the Skyline website and input
names and numbers. Below there are also instructions below on how you can set up
the sheet in Excel.
After you’ve printed the labels, cut out the block of names.
Here are the guidelines on how to print roster labels for the score sheet in Excel:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Buy full sheet clear labels: Avery #18665 or equivalent brand.
Download the Excel template from the Skyline Website
Only use two columns for the information (jersey # and player name)
Place your girls names and Jersey numbers (sorted by jersey number) into the
two columns and adjust the cells to the following dimensions:
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5. First column (jersey # column) should be 5.00 in width (0.48 inches). The
name column can be as wide as you need it.
6. The row heights should be 15 or 0.20". This is for ALL row heights.
7. Set up the first two columns as noted above and then copy and paste this 4
more times so you have 5 sets of labels per page (10 columns total). Adjust
your margins to make room if need be. Print at 98% scale. (This will make it
fit perfectly.)
8. Don't print any gridlines or borders.
9. Font size doesn't matter as long as your cells are set to the dimensions noted
above.
10. Test out on regular paper first to see if it comes out right before you print on
the Avery Labels (#18665 - clear full sheet).

If you print this at 98% scale it should fit perfectly. If it doesn't fit – tweak the print
size or row heights as needed.
Cut out each column as one block of names. You will need two blocks of names per
score sheet as each score sheet has a carbon copy page.
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Keep these roster stickers in the team binder along with the score sheets. Before
each game, the scorekeeper should paste the names onto the score sheet lining up
the names on top of the lines. Make sure you paste the names on both the top and
bottom pages of the score sheet. If Skyline is the home team, the names are pasted
on the left side of the score sheet. If Skyline is the visitor/away team, the names are
pasted on the right side of the score sheet.
Optional Mini Roster Cheat Sheet
Sometimes team managers create a mini cheat sheet with the players’ names,
numbers and parents’ names for parents to have during games. Print two sided –
one side sorted by number and the other side is sorted by name. This way, when
parents are watching the games, they can more easily identify the girls and cheer for
them. They can also learn the parents’ names, which is nice as well. If you are
REALLY ambitious you can laminate it.
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Carpooling Google Doc
Transportation to and from practice sites can be a challenge for parents. Carpooling
is a great way to help manage this challenge. As a team manager, you can set up a
google doc for parents to use to help manage the carpooling.

Website Use and Management
Marking Attendance
The website is a great tool to manage the team. One of the key functions of the site
is to display the practice and game schedules as well as send out reminders to the
team. It does this automatically; however it is important for parents or players to
mark their attendance on the website so the coaches know who is coming to practice
or games. The coaches use this information to set up their practices as well as game
strategies.
As a team manager, you can push out reminders if needed; however it’s best to push
hard at the beginning to get parents/players to go through their schedules and mark
attendance as early as possible. They can easily change it later, but it’s good to get it
done early in the season if possible.
Here’s how you mark attendance:
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How to mark attendance at all games and practices.
1. Go to Skyline website: www.skylinelacrosse.com
2. Log in with your username and password
3. If you are not automatically put into your account page, click on “Home” in
upper left. Then select ” Edit My Account”
4. Your child’s information will appear.
5. Click on the calendar icon after your daughter’s name

Alternatively, you can go to “Team” and then “Schedule and you’ll get to the same
spot:
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6. The event schedule will appear showing all practices and games.
7. On the far right for each event is a thumbs up icon.
8. To mark your attendance and see whom else is attending the event, click on
the thumbs up icon next to the event.

Once you click on the thumbs up icon you’ll see three columns. On the far right
column you’ll see a green thumbs up icon and a red thumbs down icon. Parents will
only see the icons in front of their daughter’s name; however team managers will see
the icons in front of everyone’s name.
If you want to mark “attending” select the green thumbs up icon. If you want to
mark “not attending” select the red thumbs down icon.
The name whose icon you selected will move into either the “attending” column or
the “not attending” column accordingly.
If plans change and you need to change the attending response you can click on the
icon next to the name and it will move it into the alternate column. It won’t ever go
back into the “not yet responded” column however.
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Team Manager Tools
This next section will explain step by step instructions on how to use the team
manager tools on the Skyline Website. You can:
•
Add or Edit a team bulletin
•
Edit game results
•
Edit player statistics
•
Edit Field information
•
Edit member information
•
Post a general event
•
Make roster assignments
All of the above features will be available to you after you are signed in under the
"Admin" section of your site. Also, additional field specific help is available on each
form by clicking the help dots next to each field.
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Add/Edit a team Bulletin:
Bulletins are a great way to communicate with your team's players and parents.
Bulletins are displayed on your team's home page with the newer bulletins displayed
at the top. You can optionally email bulletins to players and parents using the
"Broadcast
Broadcast Email" feature during the edit or creation process. Here’s how:
1. First, make sure you are signed in as manager/coach in the top right corner of
the site
2. Next, select your teams from "Teams", the menu tab at the top of your site.
3. Click on the green “+” icon to add a new bulletin.
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4. Enter information including "Publish Date", and "Expiration Date". If no
"Expiration Date" is entered the bulletin will remain on your team's page
indefinitely.
5. You may choose to have the bulletin emailed to everyone on the team by
checking the " Broadcast message" box at the bottom of the page.
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6. Select who you would like the bulletin to be mailed to (parents, team
members, etc.)
7. Click "Submit" to save and send.

If you want to edit or delete an existing bulletin, simply select the edit or delete icon
at the top right of the bulletin.
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If you want to email your entire team without creating a bulletin you can use the
"Email Team" option at the top of the "Roster" page.
Go to the Roster page for your team.
Select the option button in the upper right.
Select “Email Team”
An email page will come up. Write your email and hit “send.”
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Edit Game Results:
This section will allow you to enter or change a score as well as any other
information about a game. Coordinate with your coach so you know who will be
responsible for entering the game results. Sometimes the team manager does it and
sometimes the coaches like to do it. Here’s how to enter game results:
1. First make sure you are signed in as manager/admin.
2. Select "Teams" from the menu tabs from the top of the page (you may have
to select season, league and team at the top of the page).
3. Select "Results" from the menu pages at the left.
4. On the team results page, find the game you wish to edit and click on the
"Edit" icon to the right of the game.
5. Enter the score or any additional result changes and optionally, game
commentary.
6. Click submit to confirm changes.
Edit Player's Statistics (optional):
This feature will allow you to enter or edit player's statistics for a particular game.
This will let you track players’ performance and progress throughout the season.
Sometimes teams keep track of this information and sometimes they don’t - usually
the older teams will pay attention to stats. Here is how you can enter the stats:
1. First make sure you are signed in as manager/coach in the top right corner of
the site.
2. Select "Teams" from the menu tabs from the at the top of the page (you may
have to select season, league and team at the top of the page).
3. Select "Results" from the menu pages at the left.
4. On the team results page, find the game you wish to enter stats for and click
on the "Graph " icon to the right of the game (the icon will be green if
stats have already been entered).
5. After clicking the icon, you will be presented with a spreadsheet with all
players and input fields for all statistical categories across the page. At the top
of the page will be tabs for different positions (goalies, players, etc.).
6. Enter any statistical data for each player as appropriate, and check the
"ATN" box for all players who played the game in that position, regardless of
whether they had any data reported.
7. Click "Submit" to confirm changes.
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Edit Field Information:
This feature will allow you to change information about a Field. This should be used
if there are additional directions that need be added or if the original directions need
to be changed. You may also add comments about the facility including drive time,
and telephone numbers.
1. First make sure you are signed in as manager/coach.
2. From your site's Home menu, select the "Facilities" page from the menu
pages on the screen.
3. Click on the "Edit" button of the facility you wish to edit
4. Edit the facility’s information.
5. Click "Submit" to confirm changes.
Edit Member Information:
This feature will allow you to change information about players on your team. This
should be used in the case of address, telephone or e-mail changes as well as notes
(i.e. left handed) or position changes.
1. First make sure you are signed in as manager/coach.
2. Select "Teams" from the menu tabs at the top of the site.
3. Select "Roster" from the menu pages to the left of the screen.
4. Find the player whose information you wish to edit and click the "Edit"
button next to his/her name.
5. Edit his/her information.
6. Click submit to confirm changes.
You may also edit the parent's information by clicking the parent's name under the
player's name on the roster page
Post a General Event:
This feature will allow you to post events on your teams "Event Calendar" and
"Schedule" page for a specified period of time. This is a great tool for adding an
event such as an additional practice, trip or meeting.
1. First make sure you are signed in as manager/coach.
2. Select "Admin" in the top right corner of the website.
3. Next, select Add General Event from the Scheduling section on the admin
page.
4. Fill in the information for your general event. You must enter a start date and
a title. If no end date is entered, the end date will be the same day as the start
date.
5. Under the recurrence section, you may leave the values blank if this is a one
time general event.
6. Click submit to confirm the general event and add it to the team's calendar.
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To edit a general event, navigate to your team's Calendar page and click on the
event title. In the popup box, click the edit icon to edit or delete icon to remove the
event entirely.
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Appendix
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Scorekeeper Duty Description
The scorekeeper is tasked with keeping score during the game. Each coach has a
different preference as to what detail they would like the game scored. Please check
with your coach beforehand to make sure you are capturing what is needed (or not
capturing too much if it’s not needed).
The coach or team manager will provide a roster sticker and also a score sheet if we
are the “Home” team. (Each game has a home team even if neither team is actually
at their home field.) If we are not the “Home” team, then the opposing team will
provide the score sheet. The scorekeeper will paste the roster sticker on the top and
bottom copies of the score sheet – left side if Skyline is the “Home” team and right
side if Skyline is the “Visitor” team. Below is an example of the score sheet.

Timer Duty Description
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How to score the game – the basics
Every time a player scores make a tic mark in column 1 or 2 depending on which half
of the game she scored. If there was an assist on the score, put a tic mark in the
Assist column next to the girl’s name that made the assist. The Timer will tell the
scorekeeper what time the score was made. The scorekeeper marks the time of the
goal at the top, along with the number of the girl who scored followed by the
number of the girl who made the assist.

In regards to assists, these can be subjective based on the age group of the players.
For the younger teams, the coach may want to have a broader standard for marking
assists. For example, if a girl passes to another player who is near the net and that
player then runs in and scores, that could be considered an assist. In the older age
groups, an assist is usually only marked if the player passes and the receiver
immediately scores. Be sure to discuss the guidelines for marking assists with the
coach.
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Recording Time outs
When a coach calls a time out, the timekeeper will note the time. The scorekeeper
should mark the time of each time out on the score sheet.
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Finalizing the game
When the game is over, write the score in the top box labeled “Final Score” and
make sure the opposing team does the same.

Write the total at the bottom in the box marked “Total Goals” and make sure the
opposing team does the same. Fill in date
d
 ate and all the names
n
 ames listed:
● Coaches name
● Timekeeper’s Name
● Scorekeepers’ Names
● Sideline Manager’s name if applicable
● Field Site
The umpires MUST
M
 UST sign the score sheet, so please ask them to before they leave.
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Keeping track of Statistics
Your coach may ask you to keep track of statistics for the team. Statistics include:
Ground Balls, Shots on Goals and Interceptions. Here is how you keep track of
these stats:

Guidelines:
● Ground Balls: Ground balls can be a bit subjective. Talk to your coach to get
their opinion on what constitutes a ground ball. Generally, you mark a
ground ball if there is a chance for a turnover. You would not really mark a
ground ball if the player bobbled the catch, the ball bounced and she
recovered it.
● Shots on goal: A shot on goal is marked any time a player tries to get the ball
in the goal. If the player succeeds and scores you make a tick mark for a shot
on goal AND a tic mark in the scoring section. So no matter if the shot
makes it or not, it still is a shot on goal.
● Interception: An interception is marked if a player attempts to make a pass to
another player and the opposing team makes the catch instead. If the ball
hits the ground, it is considered a ground ball and not an interception.
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Example of Game Confirmation Email
Dear Mike,
We're looking forward to the game this weekend. Please confirm that you will be
there. Below are all the details. Please let me know if you have any questions. Also,
please advise what jersey color your girls will wear.
Best regards,
(Team Manager)
Game Information
Date: 04/28/2013
Time: 11:35a – 12:35p
Event: Skyline Black G13B - Lamorinda Flash G13A (h)
Home Team: Lamorinda Flash G13A
Team Contacts
Lamorinda Flash G13A:
Mike Gittings (Coach) 415-509-7827 c
Dean Wallahan (Coach) 925-934-4341 h
Skyline Black G13B:
Melissa Torok (Manager) 510-530-4889 h, 510-205-8115 c
Carlton Chan (Coach) 510-985-1074 h, 510-287-1164 w, 510-701-0786 c
Chris Zelnik (Asst Coach) 510-245-9203 h, 510-748-2488 w, 510-672-0073 c
Location
Harvest Park MS
4900 Valley Avenue, Pleasanton, CA 94566
Directions: From 580 - take the Santa Rita exit and head south. Turn right on Valley
Ave and Harvest Park MS is approximately 1 mile down on the left. From 680 - take
the Bernal exit and head east. Turn left at Valley Ave and Harvest Park MS is
approximately 2 miles down on the right
Referees: A
 lyssa Keiner and Erin Jeffery
Uniforms - S
 kyline colors: Red or black jerseys, black shorts
Weather: Sunny - High of 84 degrees F
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How to confirm officials assigned to games
Girls teams: Two days before each game, a single administrator from the host
h
 ost t eam
should establish direct contact with game officials to confirm teams, date, time,
location and directions.
If there are conflicts or unassigned games please contact our umpire assigners Eenee
Ferrano (East Bay) eastbayjuniorassign@gmail.com
Boys’ teams: Two days before each game, a single administrator from the home
h
 ome
venue should establish direct contact with game officials to confirm teams, date,
time, location and directions.
Contact the 2017 NCJLA Assignor, Alex Snaider at snaidman@yahoo.com or
702-338-2171 if there are no referees assigned to your game
1. Go to w
 ww.arbitersports.com
2. Log in with:
user name: slcarbiter@gmail.com
pw: Montera1979
3. Boys’ teams, click “NCLRA”. Girls’ teams, click “NorCal US Lacrosse
Umpire Committee”.
4. Click the link for your team under the “Games” column.

5. Confirm that the “Slots” column is green and shows that the required
number of officials are assigned. Click the number in the “Slots” column to
view specific ref info. then click the ref’s name to open his/her contact info.
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6. Email or call the assigned ref to confirm attendance at the game(s).

Example of Press Release Write Ups: (60 words or less)
Skyline U13 Black vs Oakland
Score: Skyline 6, Oakland 2
In a display of true sportsmanship, Skyline lent players to the too small Oakland
team. Liza Woolard and Lily Keville, playing for Oakland, made some impressive
interceptions while Georgia Lichty and Isa Harrison dominated in ground balls. For
Skyline, Margie Brayer, Evie Bond, Shay Hempeck and Hayley Sullivan all made
outstanding plays.
Skyline U13 Black vs. Ross Valley Grizzlies
Score: Skyline 4, Grizzlies 9
In a tough match against the undefeated Grizzlies, Skyline made some great plays.
Naomi Moskowitz led the defense with 5 saves while Bella Jackson showed amazing
fortitude winning several groundballs. Essie Atherton led the scoring with 2 goals
followed by Zoe Torok and Elie Cole whose breakaway play rallied the team.
Skyline U13B Black vs Lamorinda Flash U13A
Score: Skyline 4, Lamorinda 7
Although Lamorinda defeated Skyline, Goalie Naomi Moskowitz's incredible
goaltending was key to keeping lead small. Zoe Rickard and Tai Owen were anchors
and helped keep the ball in Skyline's possession. Maria Chan scored two goals, Isa
Harrison scored one and Zoe Moscowitz scored an amazing goal one second before
the halftime.
Skyline U13B Black vs Pleasanton Pride U13A
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Score: Skyline 2, Pleasanton 11
While Pleasanton was an overall stronger team, the Skyline girls showed incredible
defensive determination with 9 saves by goalie Naomi Moscowitz. Lily Keville, Bella
Jackson, Elie Cole and Liza Woolard all had key plays against tough competition.
Maria Chan and Lauren Zelnik scored the two goals.
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The Game Box
Overview
The Scorekeeper/Timer brings the game box, table and chairs to the home field and
sets up the equipment if your team is scheduled as the first game of the day OR
collects the equipment and returns the game box, table and chairs if your team is the
last game of the day. The game box has equipment needed for the game including
horns, clocks, and cones. The game box, table and chairs are kept in a shed next to
Witter Field on El Cerrito. The key to the shed is in a lock box on a fence near the
shed. The combo for the lock box is 6-2-8-4-0
When to Pick Up the Game Box
If a parent wants to pick up the game box early (the evening before an early morning
game, for example), please check the master schedule on the website to be sure
another team is not using it. Please return the game box promptly, in case another
team needs to pick the game box up.
Small Goals for U10 Teams
U10 teams play two games at once on two small fields, using small 4x4 goals. In
addition to bringing/returning the game box, U10 teams will need to bring the small
collapsible goals from the shed at Beach field. They will also need to bring the
additional score table and chairs, also stored at the Beach shed.
Location of the Game Box
The shed is behind 440 El Cerrito Ave, Piedmont, CA
Go along El Cerrito parallel to the fence along Witter. About halfway down on the
left side you’ll see a shed. That’s where the game box is kept.
Opening the Shed
Find the lock box attached to the chain-link fence next to the shed (not the fence
along Witter). Press in the number code: 6-2-8-4-0. Slide the button at the top
downward and the box will open. Use the key inside to unlock the padlock on the
shed. After you’ve gathered the game box, table and chairs, close the shed and
relock the padlock. Return the key to the lock box and close it up by retyping in the
code.
Setting up the Field
Set up the scorer’s table with 3-4 chairs (Timekeeper and Scorekeeper from each
club).
Set out the game clock, the flip scorer, and the air horn (unless prohibited by city
ordinance).
Provide 4 bottles of water for game officials.
Put an orange cone at each of the four corners of the field.
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Set out 8 yellow game balls – Give two the officials and set 3 at either end of the
field.
At Witter only, we are suppose to use the goals that are locked outside on the field
Combo is 1-9-7-9 PLEASE SEE THE PICTURE BELOW
Please make sure no one is dragging goals across the track or turf at either school
(the lines at O'Dowd's field are new...). We need to lift the goals, not drag them.
Closing down the Field
Gather up the yellow game balls, cones, game clock, flip scorer and air horn and put
them all back in the game box.
Fold up the table and chairs.
Clean up and throw away any debris left behind by the teams.
For Witter field only, remove the goals from the field after the last game of the day.
At Witter, we are suppose to use the goals that are locked outside on the field
Combo is 1-9-7-9 PLEASE SEE THE PICTURE
Please make sure no one is dragging goals across the track or turf at either school
Please
(the lines at O'Dowd's field are new...). We need to lift the goals, not drag them.
- Please double check to make sure goals are put away if you are the last U12+ game
of the day. (This seems to always get overlooked, and it really irritates the schools....)
- Goals at O’Dowd are unlocked, but please put them back against the fence if you
are the last game.
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If you are confused about any aspect of the duty, please contact your team manager
or the coach. They can help guide you through what you are suppose to do.
Cone and Yellow ball placement for u10 teams
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